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Key Points.

◦ A 2-dimensional data detrending method based on mechanical analogy of

rolling a spherical ball on rough and uneven surface is formulated

◦ The data detrending method may be effective for revealing large-scale

equatorial plasma bubble structures in 135.6 nm GOLD observation data

◦ Enhanced equatorial plasma bubble structures in nighttime GOLD images

may be useful for development of more advanced practical applications

Abstract. We formulate a numerical data detrending technique that can4

be used to help reveal large-scale equatorial plasma bubble (EPB) structures5

in 2-dimensional data from the Global-scale Observations of the Limb and6

Disk (GOLD) mission. This GOLD data detrending technique is inspired by7

and is a generalization of a previous rolling-barrel data detrending method8

for 1-dimensional total electron content (TEC) observations on individual9

global positioning system (GPS) satellite passes. This 2-dimensional GOLD10

data detrending technique treats the observed 135.6 nm radiance as a func-11

tion of longitude and latitude as an uneven terrain, where EPBs appear as12

deep but narrow elongated valleys. The unperturbed background radiance13

is inferred by rolling a ball on the 2-dimensional terrain to skip over the EPB14

valleys. The two degrees-of-freedom possessed by the rolling ball allow it to15

smoothly trace the edges of EPB depletions, without falling into the deep16

valleys. Surface interpolation of radiance values at the ball’s contact points17

onto the whole domain produces the baseline radiance. Subtracting the base-18

line from the original radiance data yields the net detrended radiance. As19

a result of the detrending, sharper contrast is present between EPB deple-20
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tions and the ambient surroundings. As such, this new 2-dimensional GOLD21

data detrending may potentially open the door to the development of other22

more advanced techniques for automated EPB detection and tracking, or data23

assimilation into low-latitude space domain awareness (SDA) information24

ecosystems.25
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1. Introduction

In the present paper, we introduce a new numerical data detrending technique that26

can be applied to the analysis of 2-dimensional nighttime airglow data from the Na-27

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Global-scale Observations of the28

Limb and Disk (GOLD) mission [e.g. Eastes et al., 2017, 2019, 2020]. The formulation29

of this GOLD data detrending technique was motivated by the need to reliably identify30

and track dark bands (depletions) associated with equatorial plasma bubbles (EPBs) in31

the nighttime GOLD observations [e.g. Karan et al., 2020, 2023; Martinis et al., 2020;32

Rodriguez-Zuluaga et al., 2021; Sousasantos et al., 2023]. Although the EPB-associated33

depletions are often already visible in the original GOLD images, a proper data detrending34

process will make the EPB structures significantly clearer and much more easily identi-35

fiable. The main reason for this propensity is the fact that the low-latitude ionosphere36

is highly inhomogeneous, with two large crests of equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA)37

at approximately ±15◦ magnetic latitude on either side of the geomagnetic equator line38

[Appleton, 1946; Rishbeth, 2000; Balan et al., 2018 and references therein]. This inhomo-39

geneous plasma density configuration causes EPB structures to be highly visible at the40

EIA crests but much less identifiable anywhere else. For this reason, data detrending can41

be performed as a part of preliminary data processing in EPB studies [e.g. Portillo et al.,42

2008; Seemala and Valladares, 2011; Magdaleno et al., 2012; Tang and Chen, 2022].43

For total electron content (TEC) data from global navigation satellite system (GNSS)44

observations, the data detrending process is usually performed on the TEC time series45

along individual satellite passes. In order to reveal the TEC depletions associated with46
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EPBs effectively, here one can use e.g. a special detrending technique described in Pradipta47

et al. [2015] for the TEC data detrending process during each GPS satellite pass. The net48

detrended ∆TEC is obtained by subtracting the inferred TEC baseline from the original49

TEC values. The final products in the form of 2-dimensional ∆TEC maps themselves50

are usually assembled after all the TEC data detrending process along individual GNSS51

satellite passes have been completed. On the other hand, the situation for the GOLD data52

is rather different because the observations inherently come in 2-dimensional form. As53

such, an effective data detrending method with operational principles that equally match54

the 2-dimensional nature of the GOLD measurements is desired.55

In principle, the detrending of GOLD FUV images to reveal EPB-associated depletions56

can also be performed using the regular 1-dimensional rolling barrel technique [Pradipta57

et al., 2015], as recently demonstrated by Adkins and England [2023]. In the aforemen-58

tioned work [Adkins and England, 2023], GOLD FUV images were first transformed from59

geographic longitude/latitude (GLON/GLAT) coordinate into quasi-dipole geomagnetic60

(QDLON/QDLAT) coordinate, and the 1-dimensional rolling-barrel detrending technique61

was applied consecutively for each QDLAT — one QDLAT slice at a time. A slight draw-62

back may potentially arise in this case because the detrending process for each QDLAT63

slice is done separately/independently of other QDLAT slices. This slice-by-slice rastering64

could create a 2-dimensional baseline with slightly “fibrous/filamentous” texture that runs65

along magnetic east/west orientation, unless some additional smoothing is applied. The66

new 2-dimensional rolling-ball detrending method is intended to remedy this potential67

issue. Here, the aforementioned issue would be avoided by the 2 degrees-of-freedom of68
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the rolling ball, which naturally incorporate data points from different LON/LAT slices69

at once when inferring the baseline.70

The following sections below present a systematic description of this proposed GOLD71

data detrending technique. In Section 2, we describe the basic mathematical formulation72

and the numerical procedures for this data detrending technique. In Section 3, we provide73

an illustrative step-by-step working example of this data detrending procedure, and discuss74

a potential application of the detrended GOLD images produced by the procedure. In75

Section 4, we present the conclusion.76

2. Basic Principles

Figure 1 illustrates the general idea of this new data detrending technique, which is Figure 177

intended for the analysis of nighttime 135.6 nm far ultraviolet (FUV) radiance data from78

the NASA GOLD mission. As mentioned above, the main goal of this data detrending79

technique is to help reveal large-scale field-aligned depletions associated with EPBs. This80

new data detrending technique is a 2-dimensional generalization of a similar rolling-barrel81

data detrending technique [Pradipta et al., 2015] that operates in 1-dimension only. In the82

present case, the rolling barrel is replaced with a rolling ball with two degrees of freedom83

to navigate an uneven 2-dimensional terrain defined by the nighttime NASA GOLD FUV84

airglow radiance data. Here we describe the underlying mathematical principles behind85

this new data detrending technique.86

In this data detrending procedure, the GOLD FUV radiance R (in Rayleighs, R) as87

a function of latitude Λ and longitude Φ is first transformed via variable scalings. The88

variable scalings are useful for creating a “terrain” with geometrical features that have89

comparable scale sizes in all 3 dimensions. In particular, we apply the following set90
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of transformations: x = longitude/Φ0; y = latitude/Λ0; and z = log10 [(R+ g0)/G0].91

The most suitable scaling factors (determined by trial-and-error) for this purpose were92

Φ0 = 12◦, Λ0 = 5◦, g0 = 24 R + min(R), and G0 = 0.012 R. In this xyz-space, the93

radius of the rolling ball is R0 = 1 by default. This transformation compresses the94

dynamic range of the “terrain height” (representing the radiance values), and gives us95

a controlled way to select the effective size of the rolling ball relative to the terrain. It96

would facilitate the rolling ball to produce good contact points for inferring the baseline97

level. In the Supplementary Material, we provide an example illustrating different effects98

between untransformed radiance versus logarithmic transformation for the terrain height99

z in the detrending process.100

In the rolling-barrel detrending, we work with 1-dimensional data (e.g. TEC as a101

function of time) that is treated as an imaginary terrain/surface for the barrel to roll102

on. When encountering a valley in the terrain (i.e. depletion or negative excursion in103

the data), a sufficiently large barrel would be able to skip over the valley. Based on the104

contact points made between the barrel and the terrain/surface, this mechanical rolling105

motion enables us to infer a baseline that is unaffected by the presence of such valley(s).106

In the rolling-ball detrending, we extend the same concept for 2-dimensional case (e.g.107

radiance as a function of longitude and latitude). Similar to a barrel, a ball is essentially a108

collection of circular disks/wheels — which makes the extension of this concept possible.109

In Figure 1, we illustrate the geometrical configuration of such ball (with cross-sectional110

disks/wheels shown) on a terrain that contains some depletions. A large enough ball will111

be able to skip over these depletions.112
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Unlike in the 1-dimensional case of rolling-barrel detrending where only one unique113

circular disk is involved in the mathematical formulation, in this 2-dimensional case of114

rolling-ball detrending we are forced to consider not only the central wheel but also the115

off-center wheel(s). In Figure 1, the central wheel is shown in blue and an off-center116

wheel in red. This additional consideration is needed because the full mechanics of a117

rolling ball opens the possibility for different off-center wheel(s) to make contact with the118

terrain, depending on the chosen direction of the roll and the exact shape of the terrain.119

In the diagram, the radius of an off-center wheel is denoted as R1 and the distance of the120

off-center wheel from the center wheel is denoted as d⊥.121

Figure 2 shows a bird’s eye view of the situation faced by the rolling ball at any given Figure 2122

point while navigating over the terrain. The current contact point of the ball is at (x0, y0),123

and the roll direction is at a bearing angle ϕ. The immediate forward area of the roll124

(i.e. the “hit zone”) is a circle with the same radius as the ball, placed at a forward offset125

such that the circle is tangential to the pivot axis line. A grid point on the terrain is126

highlighted as a possible next contact point (i.e. a “hit candidate”). In fact, all the grid127

points within the immediate forward area are considered in the contact point calculation.128

In the xy-coordinate, the equation for the main line of this roll direction (aligned with129

the central wheel) is given by

y = y0 +
(x− x0)

tanϕ
. (1)130

The distance d‖ between the pivot axis of the roll and the “hit candidate” is given by the131

dot product between two vectors ~d = [x−x0, y−y0] and êr = [sinϕ, cosϕ] with the base132

of these vectors placed at (x0, y0). The first vector ~d is pointing from the current contact133

point to the “hit candidate” point, and the second vector êr is a unit vector pointing134
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along the forward roll direction. Here, the dot product works because d‖ is a sideways135

projection of ~d onto the line of forward roll direction. This line projection via dot product136

operation yields

d‖ = [x−x0, y−y0] · [sinϕ, cosϕ] = (x−x0) sinϕ+ (y−y0) cosϕ. (2)137

In addition, we also have the following identity:

d2‖ + d2⊥ = (x−x0)2 + (y−y0)2, (3)138

as both sides of the equation equal the Euclidean distance (via the Pythagorean theorem)139

between the current contact point and the “hit candidate” point.140

Figure 3 shows a diagram illustrating the basic mechanics that controls the rolling Figure 3141

process. At each step in the rolling process, the problem is to determine which point on142

the terrain will be the next contact point for the ball. This is done by considering a subset143

of grid points on the terrain within the immediate forward-rolling zone of the ball. For144

each grid point within this area, we determine the corresponding off-center wheel that145

could hit the grid point as the ball rolls forward. We then compute the angle δ ≡ β − θ146

as depicted in the diagram. The grid point on the terrain with the smallest δ-angle will147

be the next contact point for the ball.148

With a given d⊥, the radius R0 of the central wheel and the radius R1 of the off-center149

wheel are related via R2
0 = R2

1 +d2⊥ based on the Pythagorean theorem. It means that the150

relation R1 =
√
R2

0 − d2⊥ holds. Here, the pivot point is at a coordinate (x0, y0, z0) and151

the candidate for next contact point is at a coordinate (x, y, z). For convenience, we may152

also define a set of increments to relate the two coordinates via x = x0 +∆x, y = y0 +∆y,153

and z = z0 + ∆z.154
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Of main interest to us is the angle δ ≡ β − θ, as mentioned previously. The expression155

for the angle θ is quite straightforward to find, which is given by156

tan θ =
∆z

d‖
=

∆z

∆x sinϕ+ ∆y cosϕ
. (4)157

Meanwhile, the expression for the angle β requires more effort to find. Here it is useful to158

consider a triangle connecting the pivot axis of the roll, the ball’s main axis Q, and the159

point H on the leading edge that would land the hit. This special triangle is shown in the160

inset of Figure 3.161

With γ defined as the complementary angle of β (i.e. γ + β = 90◦), we can apply the162

cosine rule in order to obtain R2
1 = R2

0 + s2 − 2R0 s cos γ = R2
0 + s2 − 2R0 s sin β. Hence,163

the angle β can be expressed as

sin β =
s2 +R2

0 −R2
1

2R0 s
. (5)164

Using the known geometrical relations s2 = d2‖ + ∆z2 and R1 =
√
R2

0 − d2⊥ (both come165

from the Pythagorean theorem), we can make some more simplification:

sin β =
d2‖ + ∆z2 +R2

0 − (R2
0 − d2⊥)

2R0

√
d2‖ + ∆z2

=
(d2‖ + d2⊥) + ∆z2

2R0

√
d2‖ + ∆z2

. (6)166

Making use of the identity d2‖+d2⊥ = (x−x0)2 +(y−y0)2 = ∆x2 +∆y2 (cf. Equation 3) and167

the expression d‖ = (x−x0) sinϕ + (y−y0) cosϕ, we can further modify the expression168

for β to yield

sin β =
∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2

2R0

√
(∆x sinϕ+ ∆y cosϕ)2 + ∆z2

. (7)169

Hence the complete expression for the angle δ ≡ β − θ is given by

δ = sin−1

 ∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2

2R0

√
(∆x sinϕ+ ∆y cosϕ)2 + ∆z2

− tan−1
[

∆z

∆x sinϕ+ ∆y cosϕ

]
. (8)170
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For all the terrain points located within the ball’s immediate forward-rolling zone, we171

must find one with the smallest δ-angle in order to determine the next contact point for172

the rolling ball.173

Using the aforementioned basic mechanics, we will roll the ball around the whole terrain174

in xy-space and mark the contact points. We will then take the radiance values at the175

contact points and interpolate them onto the entire terrain grid. This interpolation will176

establish the baseline radiance level that excludes the EPB depletions — i.e. an essentially177

“depletion-free” baseline radiance. Subtracting this baseline from the original data will178

give us the net radiance values and reveal the EPB depletions with greater clarity.179

3. Illustrative Examples

Figure 4 shows a working example of this data detrending process. Figure 4a shows the Figure 4180

original 135.6 nm GOLD FUV radiance data (in geographic latitude/longitude coordinate)181

from observations made on 2 February 2022 at 21:40 UTC. The dynamic range of the182

observed radiance value is generally between 0 R and 100 R, with higher radiance values183

coming from the crests of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA). The EIA crests may184

also exhibit some variations that are recognizable in the GOLD FUV data [Eastes et al.,185

2023]. A number of EPB-related depletions are already visible in the data, and EPB186

analysis could be performed with these original GOLD images [e.g. Aa et al., 2020].187

However, these depletions can be enhanced further by the data detrending. Figure 4b188

shows the result of rastering process by the rolling ball as it navigates around the terrain189

in the xy-space. White circle indicates the size of the ball, and magenta dots mark the190

ball’s contact points. The rastering process begins at the highest point on the terrain,191

and we start rolling the ball toward a randomly selected direction at an initial bearing192
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angle ϕ=ϕ0. After each roll, we vary the bearing angle ϕ by a random variable uniformly193

distributed between ±∆ϕ. The magnitude of this “scattering amplitude” is initially set194

to be quite small at ∆ϕ = 20◦, which remains constant while the number of executed195

rolls are still below 20% of the total number of grid points in the terrain. After that,196

we progressively increase the magnitude of ∆ϕ by an additional 10◦ when the number197

of executed rolls reach 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the total number of grid points in198

the terrain, respectively. This randomized “scatter-after-each-roll” policy is intended to199

prevent the ball from being accidentally trapped in a closed loop. When the ball arrives200

at the outer boundary, it will be turned back toward the interior of the computational201

domain, at a new randomly selected bearing angle. The rastering process ends when the202

number of executed rolls reach the total number of grid points in the terrain. A few203

additional plots illustrating more details on the progression of the rolling-ball rastering204

process are provided in the Supplementary Material. In general, there is freedom to205

implement different strategies for rolling the ball across the terrain.206

Figure 4c depicts the 2-dimensional baseline radiance level, obtained by interpolating207

the radiance values at the contact points onto the whole terrain grid (in regular geographic208

latitude/longitude coordinate). A bilinear numerical interpolation was used for computing209

the baseline radiance level. Higher background radiance values are naturally found at the210

two EIA crests, consistent with the ∼ n2
e dependence of the 135.6 nm OI volume emission211

rate from ionospheric F-region altitudes, where ne is the electron density [Tinsley and212

Bittencourt, 1975; Melendez-Alvira et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2015]. Finally, Figure 4d213

shows the 2-dimensional net radiance profile that was obtained by subtracting the inferred214

baseline level from the original radiance data (expressed in geographic latitude/longitude215
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coordinate). The typical dynamic range of the net detrended radiance value is between216

−40 R and 4 R, with deeper depletions generally occurring around the EIA crest locations.217

In the net radiance data, sharper contrast is present between EPB-associated depletions218

and the unperturbed regions. This enhanced contrast may help significantly in terms of219

EPB detection, either visually or computationally, compared to working directly with the220

original radiance data.221

The depth of the elongated depletions in detrended GOLD images may be used to222

quantify the intensity of EPBs. This concept is aligned with an analysis conducted by223

Aa et al. [2023], in which the differential radiance ∆R was obtained by subtracting a224

running average baseline. The standard deviation of normalized ∆R was then used as225

a Bubble Index to quantify the EPB intensity. In the future, the same could be tried226

with ∆R obtained using the present rolling-ball detrending technique, which may offer227

some improvement since the EPBs would be more accurately manifested as depletions228

(i.e. negative excursions) in ∆R rather than large-amplitude oscillatory signals (with229

both hills and valleys).230

Other, more advanced applications may also be developed based on the enhanced EPB231

features observed in the net detrended GOLD FUV images. An example of such applica-232

tion is a 3-dimensional volumetric representation of the large-scale EPB structures. Here233

we provide a basic conceptual illustration of this particular potential usage of the net234

detrended GOLD FUV images.235

Figure 5 shows a case example to illustrate this potential application. Figure 5a displays236

a detrended GOLD image on 2 February 2022 at 00:22 UTC, which shows a sequence of237

large-scale EPB depletion structures between 80◦W-20◦W longitude. Enhanced by the238
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data detrending process, some branching/bifurcations are also revealed at the tips of239

these EPB structures. Figure 5b displays the same detrended GOLD image, but with240

the skeletons/spines of the observed EPB structures added as green line segments on the241

image. For the purpose of this illustrative example, these EPB spines were determined242

by manually profiling the observed EPB structures in the detrended GOLD image. In243

the future, automated profiling of complex EPB spines might potentially be achievable244

through computational algorithm(s). The profiled EPB spines will be a key ingredient for245

assembling the 3-dimensional volumetric representation.246

Figure 5c shows a visualization plot containing two planar projections of the EPB247

structures, one along a horizontal plane at 300 km altitude (nominally taken as the 135.6248

nm OI emission source height) and the other along a vertical E/W plane at 5◦S latitude.249

Magenta dots at z = 0 km are the shadow of the EPB plume structures projected onto250

ground level. For visualization purposes, we assume that the plasma density is fully251

depleted at the spine lines. In the neighborhood of each spine line, the depletion is252

set to subside as a function of distance following a bivariate Gaussian profile with a253

standard deviation of σ = 0.25◦ in latitude/longitude. In the far-field away from any spine254

line, there is practically no depletion in plasma density. The simplified depletion profiles255

were subsequently projected along the geomagnetic field lines using the International256

Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model [Thebault et al., 2015; Alken et al., 2021].257

On the two planar projections, the relative plasma density values (Rel. Ne) are indicated258

with colormap.259

Figure 5d shows a similar visualization plot, this time displaying a 3-dimensional volu-260

metric representation of the observed EPB structures. Here, the 3-dimensional morphol-261
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ogy of the EPBs (which resemble a series of arches) is represented using isosurface at Rel.262

Ne = 0.6 level. The alpha color transparency was set at 0.15 to make the isosurfaces263

translucent. The depleted part of ionospheric plasma is essentially the volume contained264

within the arches. The arches are elongated roughly along the N/S direction, turned265

slightly sideways following the magnetic declination angle. Like in Figure 5c, magenta266

dots at z = 0 km are the shadow of these arches projected onto ground level. This volu-267

metric representation illustrates how the EPB-associated magnetic flux tubes occupy the268

3-dimensional space.269

Animations that provide additional perspectives on the visualization shown in Figure 5d,270

viewing the 3-dimensional volumetric structures dynamically from different angles, are271

included in the Supplementary Material.272

For a more comprehensive data assimilation, similar concept can be applied but a few273

aspects need to be modified. Aspects that would be subject to modifications are as274

follows. (1) The numerical value of relative depletions at the spine lines will have to be275

determined empirically from the net radiance and baseline radiance data arrays. (2) The276

process will no longer be only about the relative level of depletions, but the end result is277

going to be expressed in terms of ionospheric plasma density and/or TEC values. (3) The278

background plasma density and/or TEC may be obtained from ionosphere models such279

as IRI, NeQuick, NET, TIE-GCM, or WAM-IPE [Coisson et al., 2006; Nava et al., 2008;280

Quan et al., 2014; Bilitza et al., 2022; Fang et al., 2018; Smirnov et al., 2023]. Aside from281

these few modifications, the process would be quite straightforward: the relative depletion282

profile is going to be stamped onto the smooth background plasma density and/or TEC283
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profile. This procedure will produce a model ionosphere that contains a representation of284

the EPB plume structures.285

In the conceptual example discussed above, the 3-dimensional volumetric representa-286

tion of EPB structures may potentially have its practical usage in the context of space287

situational awareness (SSA) and space domain awareness (SDA) information ecosystems.288

This potential usage might be directed toward actual implementation if the SSA/SDA289

system has a focus on low-latitude regions, and concerns not only the physical survivabil-290

ity of space assets in orbit but also their state of radio connectivity in VHF/UHF bands291

to various terrestrial components [e.g. Bishop et al., 2004; Belehaki et al., 2015; Mendillo292

et al., 2018; Bahar et al., 2022].293

4. Conclusion

We have formulated a new 2-dimensional data detrending method that can be used in294

the analysis of nighttime GOLD FUV emission data to help reveal large-scale EPB struc-295

tures. A generalization of a previous GPS TEC data detrending technique in 1-dimension296

[Pradipta et al., 2015], this new GOLD data detrending method works by a mechanical297

analogy of rolling a spherical ball on an uneven terrain surface. The rolling ball’s ability298

to skip over EPB-associated depletions (deep-but-narrow valleys in the terrain surface)299

allows the data detrending method to deduce suitable baseline level to exclude the EPBs.300

The detrending process enhances the contrast between EPB depletions and the ambient301

surroundings, making the detrended GOLD images a powerful resource for those conduct-302

ing EPB research in the South American and Atlantic sectors.303

Another objective carried by the proposed GOLD FUV data detrending method is to304

enable and/or facilitate the development of other, more advanced applications. We have305
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discussed a conceptual example of such potential applications, involving 3-dimensional306

volumetric representation of EPB structures over a wide range of longitudes. The given307

example highlights the potential utility of assimilating detrended GOLD FUV images into308

SSA/SDA information ecosystems. Future work will be directed toward exploring other309

potential applications of the 2-dimensional GOLD data detrending method. It is hoped310

that many practical applications using detrended GOLD images (or airglow images more311

generally) can be realized in the future.312
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of 2-dimensional data detrending process using me-

chanical analogy of a rolling ball on an uneven terrain. A ball with sufficiently large

radius should be able to skip/roll over deep-but-narrow valleys, which correspond to EPB

depletions in the case of GOLD FUV data.
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Figure 2. Bird’s eye view of the rolling ball on the terrain grid, showing the starting

position of the ball (solid circle), the chosen roll direction (at bearing angle ϕ relative

to the y-axis), and the potential hit zone (dashed circle) where one of the grid points

would make contact with the ball next. The displacement vector ~d denotes the relative

position of a “hit candidate” from the current contact point (x0, y0). The roll direction

is associated with the unit vector êr = [sinϕ, cosϕ].
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Figure 3. Detailed cross-sectional sideways view of the rolling ball, with one of the grid

points on the terrain under focus as a contact candidate. The corresponding off-center

wheel (shaded circle) in alignment with the said grid point is shown, where potential

contact may happen at the point marked H. Determining the next contact point of

the rolling ball is equivalent to finding the grid point with the smallest δ-angle to its

corresponding wheel.
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Figure 4. Step-by-step working illustration of the data detrending procedure.

(a) Original GOLD radiance data. (b) Navigation/rastering process by the rolling ball

over the proverbial terrain. (c) Baseline level obtained by interpolating radiance values at

the contact points onto the whole grid. (d) Net radiance values obtained by subtracting

the baseline from the original GOLD data.
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Figure 5. (a) Detrended GOLD image on 2 February 2022 at 00:22 UTC, showing several large-scale
EPB structures. (b) The same GOLD image with skeletons/spines of the EPB structures profiled. (c) Horizontal
and vertical planar projections of the observed EPB structures using IGRF. (d) A 3-dimensional volumetric
representation of the observed EPB structures using IGRF.
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